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Abstract We studied the gel-sol transformation of F-actin/K
Kactinin solutions. Cross-linking of actin filaments by K-actinin
shows a temperature-dependent increase in light scatter signal,
(I)T. Higher F-actin/K
K-actinin molar ratios, rAK as well as
increases in F-actin concentration, [A], and reduction of actin
filament lengths, rAG , augment the maximal light intensity, I and
shift the gel-sol transition point, Tg to higher temperatures. This
behavior is interpreted in terms of the model developed by
Tempel, M., Isenberg, G. and Sackmann, E. (1996) (Physical
Review E 54, 1802^1810) based on the percolation theory. Using
the temperature-dependent binding model of this theory allows
instant prediction of the equilibrium constant, K for F-actin/K
Kactinin solutions at temperatures T 6 Tg .
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1. Introduction
K-Actinin belongs to the family of actin cross-linking proteins and importantly to the group of bundling proteins that
includes ¢brin or villin [1,2]. Actin bundling proteins in£uence
the parallel array of ¢laments that macroscopically change
gels from isotropic to anisotropic. At physiological conditions, K-actinin behaves like a rod-like, dumbbell-shaped homodimer that has a length depending on the isoform of 35^47
nm, a width of 2^3 nm, and a molecular mass of V100 000
[3]. Since the formation of dimers is antiparallel it allows
binding of actin ¢laments at opposite ends, cross-linking,
and tight network formation.
The in£uence of K-actinin on the physical properties of
actin networks has been evaluated by various methods [4^7].
Our group as well as others have previously been interested in
determining the binding parameters for actin/K-actinin solutions at di¡erent temperatures [8^10] and have observed with
increasing temperature a decrease in the equilibrium constant,
K. Recently, Tempel at al. [11], using a magnetically driven
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Abbreviations: Tg , temperature-dependent gel-sol transition point; vI,
change in light scatter intensity; K, equilibrium constant ; UV,
ultraviolet light; pK , portion of bound K-actinin to actin; vH, heat
of association; K0 , proportionality constant; R, gas constant; T,
absolute temperature (Kelvin) ; (I)T, temperature-dependent light
scatter intensity; I=Is /Io , light scatter intensity equals the ratio of
incident/reflected light; [K], K-actinin concentration; [A], F-actin
concentration; [C], K-actinin/F-actin complex; pK (T), temperaturedependent portion of bound K-actinin to actin; J(t), time-dependent
creep; rAK , ratio of F-actin to K-actinin; rAG , ratio of F-actin to
gelsolin

rotating disc rheometer, examined the e¡ect temperature has
on the viscoelastic and structural properties of actin networks
composed of semi£exible actin ¢laments cross-linked by Kactinin. These authors reported that the degree of cross-linking can be regulated in a reversible way by varying the temperature throughout the association-dissociation equilibrium
of the F-actin/K-actinin system. Three types of network structures were de¢ned with reference to the gel-sol transition
point, Tg : (i) homogeneous gel at T s Tg , (ii) microscopic
segregation (microgel) at T 6 Tg and (iii) macroscopic segregation (bundle formation) at T910³C. Thus, the gel point
varied by a factor of 2 when the molar ratio of K-actinin to
actin, rAK was changed by a factor of 5. The observed `gel-sol'
transformation was explained in terms of a percolation model
for the shear elastic constant, G N 0 at T 6 Tg .
In the present study, we used the spectro£uorimeter measuring changes in light scatter signal, vI of F-actin to K-actinin
solutions at various molar ratios, rAK . We obtained similar
curve pro¢les and changes in Tg that depend on temperature
as described by Tempel et al. [11]. Using their binding model
of the percolation theory, which allows the determination of
the equilibrium constant K at temperatures T 6 Tg , we con¢rm its validity by stopped £ow measurements.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Protein preparations
K-Actinin was isolated from turkey gizzard by the method of [12].
The purity of K-actinin was determined, using 7.5% sodium dodecyl
sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, following Laemmli [13].
The concentration of puri¢ed K-actinin was measured by UV spectroscopy, using an extinction coe¤cient of 97 000 M31 cm31 at
278 nm.
Actin was prepared according to the procedure of Spudich and
Watt [14] from acetone powder obtained from rabbit back muscle.
The protein concentration was determined using E290nm = 26 460 M31
cm31 . G-actin was stored in G-bu¡er: 2 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.5; 0.2
mM CaCl2 , 0.5 mM ATP, 0.2 mM DTT and 0.005% NaN3 , either
kept on ice for less than two days or rapidly frozen using liquid
nitrogen, kept at 380³C, and thawed right before use. For the light
scatter studies, all proteins were added at the same time to F-bu¡er:
2 mM imidazole, pH 7.4; 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2 , 1 mM EGTA,
0.2 mM CaCl2 , 1 mM ATP; and actin was polymerized overnight at
4³C prior to experimentation.
Gelsolin was puri¢ed from bovine plasma serum using the procedure described by Cooper et al. [15]. The concentration was determined by the Bradford method [16], with BSA as standard.
2.2. Static light scattering
Light scattering (LS) was carried out in a Perkin-Elmer LS-5B
spectro£uorimeter. The temperature of the cell-holder was controlled
thermostatically by an external water bath ( þ 0.1³C), and measured
electronically by a sensor in the cell. A 1 ml four sided quartz cuvette
of 1 cm path length was used for these measurements. Proteins were
added and gently mixed by hand to prevent the formation of air
bubbles. The light scatter signal was recorded at 350 nm and at 90³
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angle to the incident light with a band pass width of 1 nm. Data were
collected on a PC computer and later transferred to an Apple Macintosh IIfx computer and analyzed on a commercially available program (Igor Pro 3).
Prior to measurements, the samples were equilibrated at 4³C for 40
min. During measurements, the temperature was linearly increased
between 6³C and 25³C at a rate of 2³C/min (Fig. 1). To prevent
condensation a constant £ow of N2 was applied.
The stopped £ow apparatus described in detail by Goldmann et al.
[10] was applied to measure the binding parameters of F-actin/K-actinin solutions at various temperatures.
2.3. Theoretical basis of temperature-dependent binding
In our analysis, we used the model developed by Tempel et al. [11]
which is based on the percolation theory [17]. Here, these authors
have provided a qualitative description of the `gel-sol' transition of
an actin/K-actinin solution, with temperature in considering the following equilibria:
A  KHK C;
K

1a

C
;
AK

1b

where K = K-actinin, A = F-actin, C = complex of K-actinin and F-actin, K = equilibrium constant, and the brackets indicate protein concentrations. The portion of bound K-actinin to F-actin, pK , is de¢ned
as follows:
pK 

C
AK

C  K AK  1

2

and for K, the following temperature-dependent behavior is assumed:
 
vH
;
3
K  K0 exp
RT
where vH = heat of association, K0 = proportionality constant, R = gas
constant, and T = absolute temperature (Kelvin). Inserting the terms
of Eq. 3 in Eq. 2 and taking into consideration that two binding
events of the K-actinin homodimer are necessary to cross-link actin
¢laments, yields the following term:
p T  12 pK T 

1 AK0 exp vH=RT
:
2 AK0 exp vH=RT  1

4

The percolation theory requires the existence of clusters, and since the
intensity of scattered light is the mean value of all clusters, we assumed for quantitative analyses of the intensity signals, I(T), the following temperature-dependent relation:
I TOp T:

5

Fig. 1. Determination of the heating rate of a 1 ml F-bu¡er solution
in a quartz cuvette. The temperature is maintained ( þ 0.1³C) by an
external heater and an electronically controlled sensor in the cell.
Slope of the computer ¢tted line is 2³C/min. Note: the data points
represent an average of three separate experiments.

sity (I)T increases and similar curve structure, indicating that
the F-actin/K-actinin solution had reached equilibrium at
every temperature, all subsequent measurements were performed over a period of 14 min. Pure F-actin and K-actinin
used as control exhibited no intensity changes, (I)T above the
baseline noise for the entire temperature range (data not
shown).
The temperature-dependent light scatter intensity (I)T was
examined at di¡erent experimental conditions to demonstrate
the universality of vH and K0 . In the ¢rst set of experiments
various molar ratios of F-actin to K-actinin were used. With
increasing K-actinin [K] an augmentation of the maximal light
intensity (I)T and a shift of the gel-sol transition point Tg to
higher temperatures was observed (Fig. 3). This behavior is
expected as the equilibrium constant K represents the relation
of [C]/([A][K]) (Eq. 1a, Eq. 1b). Higher K-actinin [K] should
lead at constant F-actin [A] to increased network formation
[C], and assuming that the degree of cross-linking is proportional to the light scatter intensity (Eq. 5), the relation of Kactinin [K] as well as the absolute intensity, I(T) should be
linear. Plotting these variables against F-actin/K-actinin molar
ratios con¢rms these assumptions (Table 1A^C). Tempel et al.
[11] observed a similar temperature-dependent behavior at
various molar ratios rAK and explained this kinetically by a
displacement law, rAK /Tg Wconst. These authors pointed out

Note: Percolation models the mechanical properties of random elastic
(here: actin) networks. Above a critical temperature and concentration (here: K-actinin) the system develops macroscopic elastic properties in a continuous manner, which are re£ected by G N 0 in the rheometer. Static light scattering measures the intensity (I)T of a system
(here: actin/K-actinin solution) with temperature, which is the sum of
all the re£ected light i.e. the scatter intensity (I)T is proportional to
increasing local bundling of actin ¢laments by K-actinin. For further
reading cf. [18,19].

3. Results
A prerequisite for applying the kinetic model (Eq. 3) of the
percolation theory is that a solution has reached steady state
at every temperature. Our ¢rst experiments were, therefore,
directed at elucidating the optimal heating time. We used
static light scattering intensity I = Is /Io to detect changes at a
90³ angle to the incident light and at 350 nm wavelength for
various F-actin/K-actinin solutions. Results from measurements using 3 WM F-actin at a molar ratio to K-actinin, rAK
4:1 are shown in Fig. 2. Since linear temperature increases
from 6³C and 25³C over 14 and 120 min showed huge inten-

Fig. 2. Linear temperature increase from 6^25³C at 120 min (+) and
14 min (7) duration. Conditions: 3 WM F-actin at a molar ratio to
K-actinin, 4:1; light scattering at 350 nm and 90³ angle. The arrow
indicates the end of the actin network formation. Note: linear temperature decreases from 25^6³C showed identical curve structure,
and pure F-actin showed insigni¢cant intensity changes over this
temperature range (data not shown).
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Fig. 3. Linear temperature increase from 6^25³C at various molar ratios of F-actin to K-actinin, rAK . Conditions: 3 WM F-actin; light scattering
at 350 nm, at 90³ angle, and 14 min duration. The arrows indicate the end of the actin network formation.

that the `characteristic' length of entanglement is responsible
and not the mesh size of networks. This encouraged us to
examine the in£uence of F-actin ¢lament length on the gelsol transition point Tg . Using F-actin in the presence of gelsolin at a molar ratio, rAG , of 2000:1, and maintaining the Factin ¢lament length constant at 5^6 Wm [20] compared to
random lengths distribution (950 mm; [21]), had a signi¢cant
in£uence on (I)T and Tg (Fig. 4a). Similar behavior was observed when we varied the F-actin concentration (Fig. 4b).
Increasing the F-actin concentration from 3 WM to 6 WM
shifted Tg to higher temperatures by a factor of V1.3. Tempel
et al. [11] suggested that this phenomenon can be explained by
(Eq. 4). Since the temperature of the reaction with pK (T) = 1/2
is determined by [A]K0 exp (vH/RT) = 1 with vHWRT, an
increase of [A] would also increase Tg . Grazi et al. [22] described this behavior as follows : the temperature-dependent
dissociation of K-actinin from the F-actin/K-actinin bundle
complex results in a `quasi-parallel' ¢lament arrangement.
The reason for this phenomenon is probably the reduced £exibility of the long, interchained actin polymers. Note : in control measurements, testing the temperature-dependent crosslinking of ¢lamin with 3 WM F-actin at various molar ratios to
Table 1
(A) Temperature-dependent gel points Tg and absolute intensities
(I)T, at various actin/K-actinin molar ratios rAK , (Tg ÿ1 ; 10ÿ3 Kÿ1 :
3.401 at 2:1; 3.444 at 4:1; 3.478 at 6:1; 3.483 at 8:1), and plots of
gel points Tg (B), and absolute intensity, I (C), respectively. Data
taken from traces in Fig. 3 show linear dependence.

¢lamin, we detected no changes in light scatter intensity (I)T,
indicating that K-actinin has a special function among F-actin
cross-linking proteins (data not shown).
Further, Tempel et al. [11] observed with di¡erent temperatures when measuring creep J(t) that gels almost reached
equilibrium at tV104 s, exhibiting a small ¢nite slope. This
behavior was attributed to the o¡-rates of F-actin/K-actinin
complexes. We have measured the o¡- and on-rates in previous stopped £ow experiments ([8,10] and unpublished results). The o¡- and on-rates decreased linearly by a factor of
200 and 20, varying between V10 s31 and V0.05 s31 , and
V4U106 M31 s31 and V2U105 M31 s31 , at 25³C and 5³C,
respectively (Table 2), con¢rming these authors' assumption
[11].
To analyze the light scatter intensity (I)T with di¡erences in
temperature we divided the trace into three regions: (i) plateau, (ii) slope, and (iii) ascendancy. The sum of the light
scatter intensity given in arbitrary units (a.u.) for the plateau
region (i) can be compared with pure F-actin or the unbound
state of K-actinin [23]. Grazi et al. [24] described this temperature range `where actin ¢laments have undergone only minimal binding with K-actinin' and Tempel et al. [11] observed
within this temperature range `a homogeneously distributed
gel'. The intensity change (I)T observed for region (ii) may
be regarded as `transitional' at increased binding activity due
to the rise in a¤nity (Table 2) and depending on where crosslinking takes place [11] or where `moderate bundling of actin
¢laments of single-bound K-actinin occurs' [24]. The signi¢cant rise in light scatter intensity (I)T in region (iii) is probably due to the dramatic increase in a¤nity of K-actinin with
F-actin activity or `double-bound K-actinin into tightly
bunched actin ¢laments' [24] as well as the consequent inhomogeneity of the actin ¢lament network and sol-gel transition
[11]. In our analyses, we ¢tted region (iii) for various F-actin/
K-actinin solutions and molar ratios rAK using (Eq. 4).
I TO

1 AK0 exp vH=RT
:
2 AK0 exp vH=RT  1

This equation allowed us to determine the heat of the association, vH, and the proportionality constant, K0 . The calculated mean value for the di¡erent molar ratios, rAK , which
varied insigni¢cantly, indicated for vH = 84.2( þ 0.18) kJ
mol31 and K0 = 5.9( þ 0.27)U10310 mol31 . These constants
were then inserted into (Eq. 3), determining the equilibrium
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Fig. 4. Linear temperature increase from 6^25³C in 14 min, at F-actin/K-actinin at molar ratio rAK 8:1 (a) in the absence and presence of gelsolin, of rAG 2000:1 and (b) at di¡erent F-actin concentrations. The arrows indicate the end of the actin network formation. Conditions as in
Fig. 3.

constant, for various temperatures. The calculated values
agree markedly well with published results [8^10] and recently
generated stopped £ow data (Table 2), indicating that the

kinetic approach of the percolation theory can be used to
predict the equilibrium constant K in temperature-dependent
cross-linking processes.

Table 2
Temperature-dependent, measured (stopped £ow), and calculated equilibrium constants K
Temperature (³C)
5
7
15

20

25

(Keq = kon /koff )
5

31

31

kon = 2.0U10 M s (1b)
= 2.2U105 M31 s31 (2)
koff = 0.05 s31 (2); 6 0.5 sÿ1 (1b)
kon = 5.0U105 M31 s31 (3)
koff = 0.15 s31 (3)
kon = 1.8U106 M31 s31 (1a)
= 1.4U106 M31 s31 (1b)
= 3.0U106 M31 s31 (2)
koff = 1.5 s31 (1a)
= 0.8 s31 (1b)
= 2.2 s31 (2)
kon = 2.0U106 M31 s31 (2)
= 1.0U106 M31 s31 (4)
koff = 2.3 s31 (2)
= 0.4 s31 (4)
kon = 4.0U106 M31 s31 (1a)
= 2.2U106 M31 s31 (2)
koff = 9.6 s31 (1a)
= 10.0 s31 (2)

Measured K (U106 M31 )

Calculated K (U106 M31 )

4.4

3.9

3.3

3.4

1.2; 1.6; 1.4

1.12

0.87; 2.5

0.62

0.22; 0.42

0.34

(1a, b) These researchers examined the binding of K-actinin (fragment) to F-actin [30,9]; (2) unpublished transient data from this laboratory under
conditions used by Tempel et al. [11]; (3) to compare data from other labs, all traces were ¢tted to a single exponential, thus the authors are aware
of biphasic interactions between F-actin and K-actinin cf. [10]; (4) [8].
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Fig. 5. Various temperature-dependent stages of light scatter intensity (I)T of F-actin/K-actinin binding at a molar ratio rAK 4:1; i,
plateau; ii, slope; and iii, ascendancy. Conditions as in Fig. 3.

4. Discussion
Ever since Stossel et al. [25] proposed that K-actinin plays
an active role in remodeling the actin cytoskeleton by controlling the existence and extent of cross-linking, a proposal that
has far-reaching implications for cellular regulation and motility, research has been substantial in response [5,26]. Various
models have been introduced in an attempt to gain insight
into the subtle processes which govern cellular regulation
and motility : cellular automaton [23], cellular tensegrity [27],
and percolation [11,28].
In this work, we describe the properties of the interaction of
actin ¢laments with the regulatory proteins, K-actinin and
gelsolin, in a concentration and temperature-dependent manner. Our data, based on the kinetic approach of the percolation model described by Tempel et al. [11], capture a linear
relationship of the gel-sol transition point, Tg , and light intensity, (I)T, of actin ¢laments bound to K-actinin at various
molar ratios rAK . With increasing actin/K-actinin molar ratios
and F-actin concentrations, Tg is shifted to higher temperatures, which is probably due to spatial hindrance [24] and to
decreasing a¤nity of the F-actin to K-actinin [22]. Similarly,
the binding a¤nity of the actin/K-actinin complex shows with
changes in temperature a linear dependence of the equilibrium
constant K (Fig. 5, region iii). The presence of gelsolin, rAG of
2000:1, and di¡erent amounts of F-actin also change Tg to
higher temperatures, indicating that the cross-linking/bundling
behavior is a¡ected by actin ¢lament lengths and F-actin concentration.
From these ¢ndings it can be concluded that (i) the activity
of K-actinin is directly in£uenced by temperature, and that (ii)
the e¡ect resulting from the change in temperature is proportional to changes in the concentration of K-actinin at constant
temperature i.e. (iii) temperature-dependent measurements are
equivalent to concentration-dependent measurements. Sackmann [29] explained this phenomenon in terms of microgel
formation, which is the result of chemical cross-linking processes and is equivalent to additional forces between ¢laments.
At su¤ciently high cross-linker ratio and electrostatic attraction between ¢laments, microscopic spinodal phase separation
occurs, forming areas of high and low polymer concentration.
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Tempel et al. [11] observed in their rheological study that at
cross-linker concentrations rAK v 55 and at temperatures
T 6 10³C microgels are formed, and that at higher cross-linker
concentration in this temperature range macroscopic network
formation of ¢lament bundles occurs.
Finally, since there is growing evidence that the mechanical
integrity of the cytoskeleton largely consists of a three-dimensional interconnected protein mesh and that these ¢brous
units provide the mechanical links that are crucial for cell
movement, form, and viscoelasticity, the approach of percolation may also be used to explain cellular events [30].
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